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Yu Qi who was currently sleeping in her room suddenly woke up due to Shino's continuous calling. 

"Hmm... Shino, what are you calling me many times?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Master, it is an emergency," Shino stated. 

Yu Qi instantly sobered up. "What happens? Did Brother Hui injured?" 

"No... But someone else does. Your fiancee asks me to call you, Master." Shino explained. 

| сom "Why?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"That person is seriously injured. But no one could save him here." Shino stated. "Your fiancee asks 

whether you come here or not." 

"Where?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Country Max," Shino said. 

"Okay. I will try to arrive as soon as possible." Yu Qi quickly got up from her bed. 

She immediately changed her clothes. Aoi heard something opened his eyes and saw his master was 

prepared to go out. He thought it was still dark outside. 

"Master, where are you doing?" Aoi asked. 

"Something happened at Brother Hui's side. We need to go there. ASAP." Yu Qi explained. 

Aoi jumped from the bed too. He immediately followed his master. 

People in the house already slept. Yu Qi sneaked out of the house silently. She drove her car to the 

airport. She asked the counter if there was an available flight to Country Max. 

She was told that the earliest flight to Country Max would be 6 hours later. Probably at 9 a.m. in the 

morning. 

Yu Qi frowned. If she could not get there as soon as possible, that person might lose his life. Suddenly, 

her phone was ringing. 

"Miss Tang, it is Chang Lingxuan. Colonel Long gave this number to me. He already planned the private 

jet for you to go the Country Max." The voice on the other side introduced himself. 

"Okay. When should I meet you? Which gate?" Yu Qi looked around. 

"Please come to gate 12. I will wait for you here." Chang Lingxuan said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi said. 

She rushed to gate 12. The airport still had people inside but it was not too crowded. When Yu Qi arrived 

at gate 12, people were sitting in chairs. Probably waiting for their flight. 



Yu Qi looked around and saw a man walking toward her. This man must be Long Hui's man. 

"Miss Tang. I am Chang Lingxuan who was talking to you earlier." Chang Lingxuan greeted Yu Qi. 

"Okay. Can we get on the plane right now?' Yu Qi asked. 

However, it was not Chang Lingxuan who answered her question. It was a middle aged woman. She was 

with her husband. 

"You need to wait another hour." The middle aged woman said. 

Yu Qi looked at Chang Lingxuan. 

"Miss Tang, we can go in right now." Chang Lingxuan stated. 

"Then, let's go." Yu Qi did not want to waste time here. 

The middle aged woman frowned when seeing the man and the woman ignored what she had been 

telling them. 

"Hey... You can't enter." The middle aged woman shouted. 

However, she saw that the two of them passed the security. One of the security even escorted them 

too. 

The middle aged woman was not satisfied when seeing the two of them could enter the flight right 

away. She stood up and went to ask the security over there. 

"I want to ask you, why do they enter the flight right away while we still need to be waiting here?" The 

middle aged woman asked. Without waiting for the security to answer her question, she began 

demanding something else. "I want to enter it right now." 

"Madam, calm down. You will need to wait for one hour." The security answered. 

"Then tell me why they can go in right away?" The middle aged woman asked. 

"Madam, they are not on the same flight as you. They are inboard the private jet." The security 

explained. 

"What? Private... Jet?" The middle aged woman was shocked. 

"Yes." The security nodded. 

The middle aged woman did not say anything. She returned to her seat. Not many in this country would 

use the private jet. Only the riches could do it. 

She thought about her conversation just now with them, she did not offend them, right? 

Yu Qi did not know what happened at gate 12. In her mind right now, she needed to arrive at the place 

where Long Hui was. 

Yu Qi arrived at Country Max around 6 a.m. Chang Lingxuan told her that a car had been prepared for 

her to go to Long Hui's current destination. 



Long Hui's current destination was a hospital. If the injured one was still in the hospital and still could 

not treat him meaning the injury must be so serious. 

"Brother Hui." Yu Qi called Long Hui. 

Long Hui was waiting outside the surgery theatre. He was very relieved to see Yu Qi here. 

"The patient is in the room." Long Hui stated. 

"Okay. I will talk to you later. I will go inside now." Yu Qi nodded. 

She pushed the surgery theatre's door. People inside were shocked. A nurse stopped her. 

"Miss, you can be here." The nurse stated. 

"Prepare the surgical gown and equipment for me." Yu Qi ordered. 

The nurse was stunned. 

"What are you doing? Hurry up. A person life is in danger." Yu Qi said. 

"Are you the doctor that he invited?" A doctor asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Hurry up. Prepare her to the surgery." The doctor stated. 

The nurse prepared the surgical gown while Yu Qi washed her hands. The nurse helped Yu Qi wore the 

gown. 
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Meanwhile, at Capital City, Director Quan came to meet Qin Xia at Yue Headquarters. He wanted to 

meet Qin Xia because ot the deal that they discussed before. 

He did not understand. The discussion was very good. But out of a sudden, Qin Xia wanted to cancel the 

deal. He wanted to know why. 

Qin Xia's secretary had told him about the reason. But when he asked both Cindy and Shuo,  they told 

him that they never did anything to Qin Xia. 

So, Director Quan wanted to meet Qin Xia face to face to ask the reason. The receptionist called Min 

Liang to tell him that Director Quan wanted to meet Qin Xia. 

Min Liang immediately told Qin Xia about that. At the time, Qin Xia was not so busy. So, he agreed to 

meet Director Quan. He asked Min Liang to bring Director Quan up to the meeting room. 

"Mr Qin." Director Quan stood up when Qin Xia appeared in the meeting room. 

"Why do you want to meet me?" Qin Xia did not waste his time and went straight to the point. 

"Mr Qin, please tell me the reason why you suddenly cancel the deal?' Director Quan asked. 

"Oh, did my secretary not inform you about that?" Qin Xia leaned on the chair. 



"Well, he did. But still, I dont understand." Director Quan stated. 

"Do you ask your subordinates?" Qin Xia asked back. 

"I did. But they told me that they did not do anything to impact the deal." Director Quan said. 

"Oh, really? But it is not in your plan to ask your subordinates to seduce me?"' Qin Xia snorted. 

"What?" Director Quan was speechless. 

"Not only the woman wants to seduce me even the man also wants to seduce me. He even thought I 

was gay." Qin Xia continued. 

This time, Director Quan was totally speechless. He could not respond to Qin Xia. He invited them that 

night just to introduce them to Qin Xia. Since they would involve in the project. 

He really did not ask them to do such a thing. He knew Qin Xia's rules. After he calmed down a little bit, 

only then he responded to Qin Xia. 

"Mr Qin, I never ask them to do something like that." Director Quan said. Then he apologized to Qin Xia. 

He even stood up and bowed down to Qin Xia. 'I am deeply sorry for the insult." 

"So, since you know the reason, you can't leave." Qin Xia stated. 
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appropriately. Please consider it." 

"Let's see about that." Qin Xia did not wait for Director Quan's reply and left the room. 

"Director Quan, please." Min Liang wanted to escort Director Quan out. 

Director Quan looked at Min Liang. Actually, he forgot that Min Liang was also in the room. After Min 

Liang spoke up, he remembered Min Liang. 

"Mr Min, what is Mr Qin mean by that?" Director Quan did not understand. 

"Mr Qin means you should go back and deal with your subordinates first. Then, we can discuss." Min 

Liang delayed what Qin Xia meant. 

Min Liang was shocked when he listened to the conversation when Director Quan's subordinates 

mentioned that his boss was gay. Well, his boss did not seem to be interested in a woman but it did not 

make him interested in a man. 

Director Quan nodded in understanding. He then left the Yue Headquarters. He rushed to his office. 

Since Qin Xia told him that the deal could still be considered if he dealt with those subordinates, he 

would do it. 

Director Quan arrived at the office. He told his secretary to call Cindy and Shuo to his room. 

Cindy and Shuo looked at each other and went to Director Quan's room. They could see that Director 

Quan was angry. 



"Be honest with me. What did you say about Mr Qin that night that made him so angry until the deal is 

cancelled?" Director Quan shouted at Cindy and Shuo in a loud voice. Even people outside could hear 

that. 

Cindy and Shuo were really confused. They were sure that they did not say anything rude to Qin Xia. 

"Director Quan, we really did not say anything rude to Mr Qin," Cindy said. 

'Yes, Director Quan, how could we say something rude to Mr Qin?'' Shuo also agreed with Cindy's 

statement. 

Director Quan looked at both of them sharply. 

First, Director Quan attacked Cindy. "Then why did he tell me that you said you would seduce him to 

make the deal fall into our company?" 

"That..." Cindy could not answer that. 

Then, Director Quan's eyes moved to Shuo. "And you! How dare you say that he was gay and you want 

to seduce him too?" 

Cindy and Shuo were shocked. Well, they were indeed saying something like that. But it was between 

them. There was no one around them. 

And not like they were saying that out loud. They were whispering at that moment. How could someone 

hear the conversation and told Qin Xia about the content? It was impossible. 

Hearing this, Director Quan felt that Qin Xia was talking the truth. His subordinates really talked about 

that and Qin Xia knew about that. Which man who was a normal man did not get angry when someone 

called him gay? 

"Just be prepared. I will talk to the CEO about this." Director Quan stated. 

Cindy and Shuo could not believe that their work would be impacted because of that conversation. 
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Cindy knew how difficult seeking a job these days. She did not want to be in that situation again. She 

kneeled and grabbed Director Quan's leg while begging for forgiveness. 

"Director Quan, please forgive me once this time. I will make sure this kind of thing did not happen 

again." Cindy begged. 

She was indeed a beautiful girl. The tears fell perfectly flowing down her cheek. Director Quan 

swallowed his saliva. But when he thought about the billion yuan of the project that he missed, he 

snorted. 

"CEO will make the judgement." Director Quan moved his leg by force. 

Cindy felt hopeless. She stood up again and looked at Shuo. 

"This is your fault. Why did you talk about that topic at that place?" Cindy suspected Shuo did that on 

purpose. 



"Hey, how could you blame me? I am also impacted by this." Shuo argued. 

Cindy did not satisfy with this. She hit Shuo. Shuo responded that. They were fighting so hard. With 

screaming, people outside began to notice. When they opened the room, they saw the fight. They 

quickly separated the two parties. 

..... 

"Mr Qin, we finally got the result." Min Liang reported. 

"So?" Qin Xia asked for the result. 

"A girl came to the locker. She took the thing and left. After following her for a while, she went to see a 

woman named Chi Yuan at a cafe. She gave that memory card to Chi Yuan." Min Liang stated. 

"Hmm... Then, start the acquisition of her uncle's company." Qin Xia gave the order. 

Min Liang was surprised a little bit. "Yes, Sir." 

Chi Yuan still did not know because her action wanted to humiliate Yu Qi would have consequences like 

this. She was still happy getting the memory card. 

She wanted to see the pictures first. If the pictures were good, she would be leaked these pictures 

through hackers. She also wanted to edit the pictures to be an embarrassment. 

However, when she inserted the memory card into her computer, she was confused as there was 

nothing inside the memory card. She tried to wait for a while, but she still got nothing. 

Then, her computer started to glitch. She was shocked. Then, everything turned red for a moment and 

changed to a black screen. 

Chi Yuan tried to move her cursor but nothing happen. She started to panic. This computer was her job 

computer. She had a lot of things related to work inside this computer. She could not lose those files. 

Chi Yuan's computer was indeed being attacked by the virus. The person which Chi Yuan hired to take Yu 

Qi's photo did that. He implanted the virus that could rapture the computer system and destroy the files 

inside the computer. The files which being destroyed could not be recovered again. 

He wanted to pay Chi Yuan for experiencing a terrifying moment in his life. If not for Chi Yuan, he would 

not meet Qin Xia.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

Chi Yuan could not do anything to her computer. So, she called the technician to help her with her 

computer. The technician came and checked the computer. 

Upon checking it, he discovered that Chi Yuan's computer had been raptured by the virus. When the 

computer was infected by the virus, he could not do anything at all because the whole system had been 

ruined. 

"I am sorry, Miss Chi. I can not do anything. The system had been ruined. Your computer could not be 

saved." The technician explained. 

"What? How about the files inside the computer?" Chi Yuan asked. 



"They had been destroyed. May I know, did you plug in a pen drive or external hard disk to this 

computer?" The technician inquired. 

"Well, I insert a memory card." Chi Yuan stated. 

"If is that the case, the virus must come from the memory card." The technician informed Chi Yuan. 

"Then, how about my computer? Can it be fixed?" Chi Yuan asked again. 

The technician shook his head. "I am sorry, Miss Chi. I can not repair your computer. You need to get the 

new one." 

"No... No... It can't happen. You need to repair it. I have a lot of files related to work inside this 

computer." Chi Yuan began to feel despair. 

"As I said earlier, I can't do anything. The files had been destroyed and can not be recovered anymore." 

The technician explained again. 

"Humph! You must be horrible at your job. I will ask my uncle to look at your job. You must be lying to 

land your hand on this job, right? Get lost. I will ask someone else." Chi Yuan scolded the technician. 

pαndα,noνɐ1,сoМ The technician frowned. "Miss Chi, you better watch what you saw." 

"Just get lost!" Chi Yuan shouted. 

The technician snorted. He thought Miss Chi Yuan was a kindhearted person. Turned out, it was just a 

rumour. He left the place. He wanted to see if anyone could fix Chi Yuan's computer. He bet not. 

Chi Yuan called another technician. He also said the same thing as the previous one. Then Chi Yuan 

called another one. The same thing happened. Chi Yuan called another one. 

Until the fifth time, the technician department did not want to send anyone again since the technicians 

had been called earlier had told the department regarding the problem. 

Chi Yuan shouted at the technician department in phone. The person in charge apologized but they 

really could not do anything in this situation. 
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Chi Yuan then tried to call the person she hired. But she could not reach him. That person had blocked 

her. Feeling flustered, she shouted loudly. 

People outside her room were shocked to hear the shout. They looked at each other. No one wanted to 

know what happened. That Young Miss must be in the bad mood. The staff already knew Chi Yuan's 

temper and it was not a good one. 

... 

The surgery was finally over for Yu Qi. It was a long 14 hours of surgery. She barely felt her legs. People 

in the same room were very impressed with this young girl. They saw her swift hand working on the 

patient. 

Yu Qi stepped out of the surgery room. Long Hui got her right away. 



"How is he?" Long Hui referred to the patient. 

"He is stable right now but still needs attention." Yu Qi explained. 

"Good... Good..." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi could sense the relief in his voice. Then she felt her body had been lifted up. Long Hui lifted her. 

"Brother Hui...?" Yu Qi asked. 

"You must be tired. You need to rest." Long Hui said. 

Well, Yu Qi was indeed feeling tired but having  Long Hui princess carry her in public was slightly 

embarrassing. 
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People around Long Hui also agreed with that. 

Long Hui brought Yu Qi to an empty room. He put Yu Qi on the bed. 

"Take a rest first." Long Hui stated. 

"Okay." Yu Qi became an obedient girl. 

She did not know how long she had been sleeping. When she opened her eyes, she saw Long Hui was 

sitting beside her bed. Long Hui noticed her. 

"Are you hungry?" Long Hui asked. 

When hearing the question, Yu Qi could feel that her stomach responded to the question. Long Hui had 

good hearing, so, he heard the sound. Yu Qi was feeling embarrassed. 

"Here, eat this first. I will go and order something later." Long Hui gave some bread to Yu Qi. 

"Okay. How long have I been sleeping?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... About three hours." Long Hui said. 

"I see. Well, I want to take a bath right now." Yu Qi said and got out of bed. 

Luckily the room that Long Hui randomly chose had a bathroom inside it. Yu Qi had a quick shower. She 

entered the space to get some clothes and got out right away. 

When she got out of the bathroom, she could smell the food. Long Hui ordered a lot of food for her. 

"Wait, this is too much. I can't eat everything." Yu Qi said when she saw the food.ραпdα `nᴏνɐ| сom 

Long Hui chuckled. "Don't worry. Someone can finish them for you. Just eat what you want." He said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded. 

They started eating together. Long Hui was also hungry. He had not been eating for two days. Yu Qi did 

not forget about Shino. He got his portion and happily eat them. 



To her surprise, they finished everything. After eating, Yu Qi wanted to check on the patient. When she 

was getting out of the room, she was surprised to see a group of doctors waiting outside. 

"You are out." One of them greeted Yu Qi. 

"Hmm... What is going on here?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Well, we are waiting for you, Doctor...." 

"My surname is Tang. You can call me, Doctor Tang." Yu Qi told them her name. 

"Doctor Tang, thank you for your hard work yesterday. By the way, I am the director of this hospital. My 

name is Micheal Sebastian." 

"Oh, nice to meet you. Well, I want to check on the patient. Where is he right now?" Yu Qi asked. 

"This way, Doctor Tang." Micheal Sebastian led the way. 

The group of doctors followed them too. There were a lot of things that they wanted to ask Doctor Tang 

regarding the surgery. 

Yu Qi checked on the patient. She was glad that he was recovered well. Long Hui would be happy too 

since it was his sworn brother that they were talking about. 

Well, she did not know why Liang Mo Han got seriously injured. She did not want to ask. If Long Hui 

wanted to tell her, she would listen to her. 

Long Hui got a call. He went to answer the call. 

"Doctor Tang, can you spare some time for us?" Micheal Sebastian asked. 

"Okay." Yu Qi did not mind. 

The doctors wanted to ask the questions directly. But Yu Qi told them to change the place first since it 

would disturb the patient if they talked in the wad. 

They moved to a meeting room. The doctors began to ask Yu Qi various questions regarding the surgery. 

Yu Qi calmly answered the questions one by one. They understood marvellously when she explained the 

detail distinctly. 

"Doctor Tang, how about you come and work at our hospital?" Micheal Sebastian offered the job to Yu 

Qi. 

"No!" It was not Yu Qi who rejected the offer but Long Hui. 

"Mr Long, it is nothing to do with you. Why do you reject the offer on her behalf?" Micheal Sebastian 

looked at Long Hui. 

"Of course, it has to do something with me. I am her fiancee. Why should I let her work far away from 

me?" Long Hui stated? 

Micheal Sebastian was surprised. He did not expect that. He thought Yu Qi was just a normal doctor that 

Long Hui invited to help on the surgery. 
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"You are his fiance?" Micheal Sebastian asked Yu Qi. 

"Yes. I am." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Oh..." Micheal Sebastion was slightly disappointed when knowing this. 

He thought he could hire Yu Qi to work at his hospital. With this girl's talent, his hospital could be 

famous. 

"I am sorry, Director Micheal. Well, if I am not his fiance, I still can not work for you." Yu Qi stated. 

"What? Why?" Micheal Sebastian asked. 

"I have my research centre to take care of." Yu Qi explained. 

"Oh, you are doing research too?" Micheal Sebastian asked. 

"What kind of research do you do?" One of the doctors asked. 

"You can check them in the medical journal. I have posted four of them." Yu Qi said. 

"The Medical Journal? The famous one?" 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

The doctors were surprised. They knew how hard and difficult it was to have their research to be 

published in the Medical Journal. Having the research published in it means the research was well 

conducted and had a big impact on the world. 

Yu Qi was finally released from those doctors. She went to Long Hui's side. 

"Puh... I am tired of answering their questions." Yu Qi said. 

"Why didn't you stop them?" Long Hui asked. 

"They are very sincere in learning, how could I stop that?" Yu Qi said. "Third Brother is in a stable 

condition right now. But he needs three months of rest in bed." She started to explain Liang Mo Han's 

condition. 

"Good for him." Long Hui was relieved to hear that. 

"How did he get so seriously injured ?" Yu Qi asked. 

Well, Liang Mo Han was seriously injured. In fact, he was lucky that Yu Qi arrived not too late. To be 

honest, having that big of wood struck on his abdomen could lead him to death. But Liang Mo Han 

managed to stay alive until Yu Qi arrived and operated on him. 

"The bomb exploded near him. It hit the wood too. The explosion sent the wood flying over and hit him 

in the process. I remember you give me the pills. So, I gave it to him. I was glad that he did not die right 

away." Long Hui stated. 



Yu Qi remembered about the pills. It was the pills that could help in a life-death situation. The pills could 

stop the bleeding from over bleeding. 

"Good." Yu Qi nodded. 

"The situation was dire at that time. I didn't expect someone from our enemy's side was still alive. He 

threw a bomb in Third Brother's direction." Long Hui explained. 

"Then, did you catch the person?" Yu Qi asked. 

"No. He escaped. I didn't have time to go after him. I was worried about Third Brother." Long Hui was 

quite regretful about that. 

"It is okay. You made a good choice. Your action saved Third Brother. If you rushed to go after the 

enemy, your Third Brother would probably cross over right now." Yu Qi said. 

"Yeah..."' Long Hui put his head on Yu Qi's shoulder. "Let's go to our camp first." 

"Sure." Yu Qi nodded. 

So, they went to the camp. When Long Hui arrived, he was immediately surrounded by soldiers. 

"Colonel Long, how is Mr Liang's condition?" One of the soldiers asked. 

"He is in good condition now." Long Hui told them. 

"Good... Good. God bless Mr Liang's condition." 

The soldiers were happy to hear the news. 

"You are injured. What are you doing here?" Yu Qi asked the soldiers. 

Some of the soldiers were still injured. Yu Qi was worried when she saw them. 

"Where is your Direct Care?" Yu Qi who did not receive the answer to her question turned to Long Hui 

and asked him. 

"At the west. I will show you the way." Long Hui said. 

"Order your injured soldiers to come to Direct Care immediately." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay." Long Hui nodded. He then turned to his soldiers. "The injured ones, go to the direct care right 

now. Spread my word immediately." He ordered the soldiers. 

The soldiers could not help to obey the order. "Yes, Sir." They saluted. 

Long Hui rushed to Yu Qi's side and walked away. 

One of the soldiers could not help to wonder about Yu Qi's identity. 

"Who is the woman? Why did our colonel listen to her order? Is she ranking higher than Colonel Long?" 

"Well, she is probably ranked highest in Colonel Long's heart." Someone said. 

"What do you mean by that?" 



"You don't know? She is our colonel's fiancee." 

"What? She is the rumoured one?" 

"Yes." 

"This is the first time I see her. She is indeed looking like a goddess." 

"Colonel Long is sure lucky to have such a stunning fiancee." 

"Hey... Let's go to direct care. Colonel Long ordered us to go and get treatment if we were injured." 

"Yeah. Let's go." 

The soldiers rushed to the direct care. 

Long Hui looked at his fiance. He knew that his fiance wanted to keep working when she saw the injured 

soldiers. The direct care was already packed with injured soldiers. 

The doctors and nurses were working to treat the soldiers. They noticed Colonel Long. They greeted 

him. 

"I am a doctor too. Let me help you guys." Yu Qi told them. 

They were very grateful for Yu Qi's offer. They were lacking manpower. Yu Qi treated the soldiers. Her 

speed was very fast. One by one received the treatment. 

The doctors and the nurses were also surprised by Yu Qi's speed. 
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"Second Sister In Law, you are here." Ren Qian Yi shouted as he spotted Yu Qi. 

The name attracted a lot of attention. They looked at Yu Qi curiously. Lieutenant Colonel Ren was 

sometimes calling Colonel Long 'Second Brother', did that mean this woman was Colonel Long's woman? 

"You are here too?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Of course, we are a team." Ren Qian Yi said. 

"Hmm... Your injury seems recovered pretty well." Yu Qi checked Ren Qian Yi's injury. 

"Second Sister-in-law, can you tell me?" Ren Qian Yi sounded like he wanted to ask about some secrets. 

"What?" Yu Qi's eyes lifted up. 

"Second Brother's strength increased a lot this time. Did he do secret training? Or do you give him some 

medicine to eat? Second Sister-in-law, you can't play favourites. You can give me some medicine too." 

Ren Qian Yi begged. 

Yu Qi was kind of speechless. Well, it was not a lie if they went to do secret training. But it was not 

normal secret training for a normal human. It was for cultivators. 

"I don't have that kind of medicine. Well, your second brother did some training. You can ask him about 

the manual. He might gladly give it to you." Yu Qi smiled. 



Ren Qian Yi gulped when he saw that smile. It was a similar smile that he got from Long Hui when Long 

Hui wanted to punish him. 

"No... No... No need for that. I am okay. I will stick to my training." Ren Qian Yi shook his head. 

"Oh... Okay... If that is what you want." Yu Qi did not force Ren Qian Yi. 

Yu Qi left Ren Qian Yi alone and rushed to another patient. 

Another soldier at the next bed asked Ren Qian Yi. "Lieutenant Colonel Ren is that Colonel Long's 

woman?" 

"Yeah. She is. Beautiful right? But you better not anger her. She is the same as Colonel Long." Ren Qian 

Yi said. 

"No way. She looks very sweet." The soldier did not believe Ren Qian Yi. 

"Humph... Up to you." Ren Qian Yi rolled his eyes. 

While Yu Qi was in Direct Care, Long Hui handled the work stuff with his subordinates. A lot of soldiers 

were injured in this mission. There were a lot of things to handle. 

Even though the mission could be counted as a successful one but the main culprit managed to escape. 

Only their base was completely destroyed. 

To build another base without being discovered by anyone was pretty difficult. The culprit also needed 

money for that. He must lie down quietly for some time. 

Long Hui snorted. He swore that he would find and drag down those bastards. 

He was working until the time showed 9:30 p.m. He remembered Yu Qi. He stopped working and left his 

office. 

Before he left, he had time to say something to his subordinates. "Go and eat." 

The subordinates sighed. They were already feeling hungry. So, they rushed to the canteen to eat. 

When they arrived at the canteen, they smelled something delicious. They could see a lot of soldiers 

were still enjoying eating. 

"Yeah, what is the menu today?" 

"Why does it smell so delicious?" 

The latter asked. 

"Oh, today is a special day." 

"What? Why?" 

"Because Colonel Long's fiance was the one who cooked the meal today." 

"Yeah. It is very delicious." 

"Go and get your food before it is gone." 



The latter was surprised. They did not expect that Colonel Long's fiance could cook a delicious meal like 

this. 

After Yu Qi treated the injured soldiers, she went to the kitchen to see the menu. Yu Qi asked the chef 

about the meal that they wanted to cook. She wanted to help. 

Well, she wanted to put her medicine into the food to fasten the recovery of the injured soldiers. After 

cooking the food, the chef was eager to ask for the recipe from Yu Qi. Yu Qi did not mind giving it to the 

chef. 

Yu Qi wanted to find Long Hui. That man still did not eat. She stopped one of the soldiers. 

"Excuse me, do you know where is Colonel Long?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Oh, I think I saw him walking to Direct Care earlier." One of the soldiers said. 

"Oh, thank you." Yu Qi smiled. 

The soldiers were so mesmerised by the smile that they stopped thinking about others at moment. 

"Colonel Long's fiance is very stunning." 

"Colonel Long is a lucky man." 

Long Hui was indeed at Direct Care. He wanted to see Yu Qi. He thought Yu Qi would be at Direct Care. 

"Brother Hui." 

Long Hui heard his name being called. Only one person called him by that name here. 

"Where are you going?" Long Hui asked. 

"Oh, I went to the kitchen to cook." Yu Qi said. 

"Cook?" Long Hui was confused. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. She leaned over and whispered to Long Hui's ear. "I am putting some medicine to 

help your soldiers' recovery faster." 

"I see. Thank you." Long Hui was grateful for what Yu Qi did for his men. 

"You must not have eaten yet. Let's go eat." Yu Qi remembered Long Hui has still not eaten yet. 

"Okay." Long Hui nodded. 

They walked to the canteen. 

"I will go back tomorrow." Yu Qi said. 

"If it was not for work, I would want to accompany you."' Long Hui sighed. 

"Finish your work first." Yu Qi reminded Long Hui. 

"Yeah. I will ask someone to send you back." Long Hui stated. 



"Okay." 

1507 Chapter 1507 

Chi Yuan had been scolded by her uncle because of her careless mistake. Her laptop had been ruined as 

well as her work document inside the laptop. 

Chi Guang Wei looked at his niece. Recently she got into trouble by being sued by that woman. 

"Your work performance is declining. You also had not designed anything for the past few months. What 

are you doing?" Chi Guang Wei asked. 

"I am sorry uncle." Chi Yuan did not retort. 

"Our company is facing acquisition." Chi Guang Wei sighed. 

"What? Who is so bold as to wan to acquire our company?" Chi Yuan frowned. 

"We still investigate it." Chi Guang Wei  stated. "You don't need to worry about that. I will handle it." 

"Okay, uncle. Please do so." Chi Yuan nodded. 

Chi Yuan's parents had established Quowen Market. Only after they died, Chi Guang Wei took over. He 

had been working his everything to make the company successful. 

The company was having some problems before but it was not very big. However, now, they were facing 

a big enough. Acquisition. He sighed. Something went wrong recently. But he could not tell why. 

Chi Yuan went to her room. Quowen Market could not be ruined now. If it was ruined now, it would 

affect her. She did not lose her identity as heiress of Quowen Market. 

Chi Yuan did not know that she had been targeted by someone. If Chi Yuan wanted to ruin Yu Qi, Qin Xia 

wanted her to have a taste of it first. 

The news about Chi Yuan stealing someone's else design flooded the news. Chi Yuan was a quite famous 

jewellery designer. Not to mention, she was Quowen Market's heiress. 

Chi Yuan did not know yet. She went to eat lunch. At that time, Chi Yuan could feel a lot of people 

staring at her. She looked around and did not see anyone staring at her. After she turned back, the 

staring continued. 

Her phone was ringing. The name that appeared was her uncle. They just met this morning. She 

answered the call. 

"Yes, uncle?" Chi Yuan asked. 

"Where are you right now?" Chi Guang Wei asked. 

"I am having lunch." Chi Yuan said. 

"You still have time to eat? Do you know what's trending right now?" Chi Guang Wei asked in anger. 

"Huh? What? I dont know." Chi Yuan really did not know. 



"Find out by yourself." Chi Guang Wei ended the conversation. 

Chi Yuan was confused. She checked the news. Then, she was shocked by the trending news. 

The news stated that she was stealing another person's design and announced the design as her own. 

Chi Yuan shook her head and could not believe what she just read. 

"It is a lie." Chi Yuan shouted. 

Everyone looked at her. Well, of course, she attracted attention. She could not eat anymore. She ran 

away. She arrived at her office. 

She clicked on the news again to read it for more details. In the article, one of the stolen designers 

opened up about the story. That person used to work at the same place as Chi Yuan. 

She worked as a designer. The design that she made was very cute. The design was very successful. 

Seeing the design had a lot of positive feedback, Chi Yuan immediately claimed the design as hers. 

Of course, the true owner refused but Chi Yuan told her that no one would believe her. She was in 

despair. She ended up stopping working as a designer. She could not design anymore. 

Another person claimed the same. She claimed that Chi Yuan used her status as an heiress to bully 

another designer to design for her. That person did not care much about that status since she made the 

designs and sold them for money. But she did not like Chi Yuan as she threw her like garbage when she 

could not design anymore. 

Chi Yuan gritted her teeth when she read the news. She did not expect that those people dared to come 

to say something like that about her. She needed to teach those people a lesson. 

Well, what those people said has some truth in it. She did steal one of the designs from a designer but 

just once. And the other person, she paid her. So, what was wrong with that? 

Someone outside there must be wanting to ruin her reputation. It must be it. The culprit must be them. 

.... 

"We already began the acquisition of Chi Company." Min Liang reported to Qin Xia. 

"Great." Qin Xia stated. 

"I also already make Chi Yuan trending news. She would enjoy herself for two days." Min Liang reported 

again. 

Yes, Qin Xia ordered Min Liang to ruin Chi Yuan's reputation since that woman liked a good reputation. 

Not to mention, this woman liked to ruin Yu Qi's reputation. 

"Hire the hacker to hack into her personal computer and phone." Qin Xia ordered again. 

Min Liang looked at his boss. His boss really wanted to destroy Chi Yuan and Chi Company. 

"Where did my sister go?" Qin Xia changed the topic. 



"Miss Tang took a private jet to Country Max. She was in a hurry. Something must have happened." Min 

Liang already had the information in case Qin Xia asked. Well, he did ask about Yu Qi. 

"It must be related to that brat." Qin Xia snorted. 

'That Brat' must be referred to Long Hui. Min Liang really could not think of someone else. They really 

had a bad relationship. 

1508 Chapter 1508 

Yu Qi returned to Binhai Nation alone. Long Hui was still at Country Max handling the after-work matter. 

Upon returning to Binhai Nation, she already had herself on the work. 

HuiQi Jade Store had its opening at Guanying City, the place where Yu Qi worked as an intern a long time 

ago. As the owner, Yu Qi went to Guanying City to celebrate the opening of the new store. 

The new store would be opened in the largest mall in Guanying City. Yu Qi planned to open the store in 

Guanying City a long time ago but she did not get a perfect place. 

After a long time of waiting, finally she got the perfect place. The previous owner wanted to close his 

store and moved away. Yu Qi grabbed the chance and rent the place. 

After months of preparation, the store finally finished the renovation and it could be opened. Yu Qi 

invited her acquaintances around there. 

She invited Yi Family, Zheng Je Wi, the hospital's director when Yu Qi was an intern, several doctors, that 

she was close and the media. 

Yu Qi left the hotel room to go to the mall where her store would be opened. When she arrived over 

there, the workers just finished checking everything. 

The new manager that she hired was Ma Xihen. He had been recommended by another HuiQi Jade's 

manager. She did not care as long as he could do his work perfectly. 

Ma Xihen saw Yu Qi and went to greet her. 

"Miss Tang, you are already here." Ma Xihen bowed. 

"Hmm... Everything is ready?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yes, everything is perfect. We can start it after the guests arrive." Ma Xishen stated. 

"Okay. It seems our guests are coming. Let's receive them." Yu Qi stated. 

The guests arrived one by one. Madam Yi came with her youngest son, Yi Sanyi. Yi Sanyi was already 7 

years old. 

"Yu Qi, long time no see." Madam Yi smiled. 

"Auntie Yi, you look younger every time I meet you." Yu Qi praised Madam Yi. 

Which woman disliked someone who commented on her face, Madam Yi was no different. Madam Yi 

really took care of her face and body. 



"I use Qi Qi Skincare products. After changing to that brand, I can see some changes on my face and 

body." Madam Yi was happy to share the secret. 

"Oh, the brand is very good." Yu Qi said. 

"Of course, I recommend the brand to all of my friends. They are really happy after using the brand." 

Madam Yi stated. 

While they were talking, Madam Yi felt her skirt had been pulled. She looked down and saw her son, Yi 

Sanyi. 

"Oh, Little Yi, you can say hello to Sister Yu Qi." Madam Yi stated. 

Yu Qi looked down at Yi Sanyi. She was smiling. 

"Sister Yu Qi, hello." Yi Sanyi greeted Yu Qi shyly. 

Yu Qi stooped down at Yi Sanyi's level. "Little Sis, long time no see. You became cuter and cuter." Yu Qi 

reached out to Yi Sanyi's cheek and held them. 

Yi Sanyi's cheeks became red. He smiled shyly. 

"Little San, do you want to be with me right now?" Yu Qi asked. 

Yi Sanyi nodded. He reached out for Yu Qi's hand. 

Madam Yi laughed. "When he found out that I want to come to meet you, he threw tantrum to follow 

me together." 

"Oh... I see. I will accompany Little San for today." Yu Qi kissed Yi Sanyi's cheek. 

After that, Yi Sanyi began to follow Yu Qi greeting the guests, like a little butler. 

"Doctor Tang, congratulations on the new store." Zheng Je Wi said while giving out the gift that he 

brought. 

"Director Zheng, thank you for coming." Yu Qi nodded. 

Zheng Je Wi looked down and saw Yi Sanyi at Yu Qi's knee. 

"Is that Youngest Master Yi?" Zheng Je Wi asked. 

"Yeah. He greets the guests with me, right Little San?" Yu Qi answered Zheng Je Wi's question and 

looked at Yi Sanyi. 

Yi Sanyi nodded. 

"Oh, I forget that this boy really likes you when you intern at my hospital." Zheng Je Wi stated. 

Ma Xishen told Yu Qi that it was about time to start the ceremony. Yu Qi told Yi Sanyi to return to his 

mother. Even though Yi Sanyi was reluctant to return to his mother, he went back to his mother. 

Yu Qi appeared in front of everyone with a smile. 



"Welcome everyone to my HuiQi Jade new store. After hard work, I finally manage to open HuiQi Jade in 

Guanying City. After this, you dont have to go to another city to visit HuiQi Jade. You can come here. 

HuiQi Jade will cater for your request." Yu Qi stated. 

"I welcome Mayor Yi to do the ceremony." Yu Qi said. 

Mayor Yi came beside Yu Qi. Yu Qi managed to invite Mayor Yi to her grand opening. Mayor Yi was 

required to hit the rock. He picked up the hammer and hit the rock. 

Everyone was slapping. The reason Yu Qi invited Mayor Yi was to show that HuiQi Jade Store had a 

connection with Guanying City. If someone wanted to make trouble, they needed to remember that 

Mayor Yi was behind HuiQi Jade. 

Mayor Yi knew about that. He even offered himself. Yu Qi healed his youngest son before. This favour 

was nothing to him. He personally liked Yu Qi. If not because of Yu Qi already engaged with Long Hui, he 

would like having Yu Qi as his daughter in law. 

1509 Chapter 1509 

Chi Yuan did not get out of her house. She did not dare to go out because it seemed the reporters 

wanted to catch up and talked to her regarding the plagiarism case. 

Chi Yuan also got the call telling her that the victims wanted to sue her, so, she needed to be prepared. 

Chi Yuan told them they needed to submit the evidence first if they wanted to sue her. 

The representative of the victims just told her that they already had the evidence and that she did not 

need to worry about that. Chi Yuan was shocked. 

Chi Yuan was so angry. She needed to know what kind of evidence they had to counterattack the 

evidence. 

Then she thought about hackers. Those people only cared about money. They might help her to find the 

evidence. 

She tried to use her connection to contact the hacker. The hacker that she needed to contact was Han 

Baise. Chi Yuan's connection used Han Baise before. That was why Chi Yuan managed to get through 

Han Baise. 

Chi Yuan wanted to settle this matter as soon as possible. So, she tried to message Han Baise right away. 

Chi Yuan: Hello, is this hacker Shiro? 

Han Baise just finished working and glanced at his screen company when he heard the sound 

notification. It was his other laptop. The one that he used for another purpose, not for work. 

He did not recognize the username. He looked at the message. 'A side job... Meaning money. He replied 

to the message. 

Shiro: Yes, what? 

Chi Yuan was glad that the hacker finally replied to her. 



Chi Yuan: I have a job for you. 

Shiro: What kind? 

Chi Yuan: I want to know something from other people. The information that they have about me. 

Shiro: Hmm... For what? 

Chi Yuan: The information that could destroy me. I want to destroy that information. I will pay you 50K. 

Shiro: I will try. 

Han Baise did not need to ask about the person's identity. He could investigate it by himself. The person 

was not a hacker. She could not try to hide anything from Han Baise. 

After a bit of digging, Han Baise found out about her identity. Chi Yuan? Was this woman his boss's 

enemy? She got into trouble again? 

He looked up the trouble that she got into. Plagiarism. So, she wanted him to destroy the evidence that 

the other opponent had. It was easy for him but why should he help her? 

He did not want to do it. This woman liked to create trouble for his boss. He nodded. No need to help 

this woman. He decided to reject the job. 

Shiro: I am sorry I can't do it. 

Chi Yuan was relieved that the hacker decided to help her earlier. Hackers really liked money. She 

became relaxed. She just needed to wait until the hacker finished his job and she did not have to worry 

about anything anymore. 

Then, the message she received destroyed her hope. 

Chi Yuan: Why can't you do it? 

Shiro: I don't have the mood to do it. 

Chi Yuan: What? Mood? 

Because of her anger, she threw her phone on the sofa. Did he just tell her that he did not have the 

mood to do it and rejected her request? Humph! She would try to find another hacker. She did not 

believe that only this one hacker existed. 

As Chi Yuan began to search for another hacker, Han Baise decided to tell Yu Qi about that. 

Shiro: Miss, do you remember Chi Yuan? 

Yu Qi was just finished washed up and wanted to go to the bed when she received the message from 

Han Baise. She read the message. 

Yu Qi: What is going on? What about her? 

Yu Qi seriously did not know what happened to Chi Yuan. And it was kind of weird when Han Baise 

suddenly texted her about that woman. 



Shiro: She contacted me wanting my help with her plagiarism case. 

Yu Qi was surprised when she read it. She immediately looked up Chi Yuan's plagiarism case. It was all 

over the internet. She was curious about that. 

Chi Yuan was not so famous. But her news was over the Internet. And Chi Yuan could stop the news be 

trending but she could not. Meaning someone wanted others to know about the news and Chi Yuan 

could not do anything to stop that to happen. 

Yu Qi: So, do you want to help her? How much does she want to pay you? 

Shiro: 50K. 

Yu Qi: 50K? 

Shiro: Yeah. 

Yu Qi: I don't think you should accept the job. It is much lower than your normal pay. 

Han Baise was speechless. He thought Yu Qi would not want him to accept the job because Chi Yuan was 

her enemy but she put her amount of money as her standard whether he wanted to accept the job or 

not. 

Yeah, Yu Qi was not wrong. Han Baise usually got paid around 500K to one million for his service. Well, 

Shiro the hacker was quite a famous one. 

Shiro: I don't want to accept the job. 

Yu Qi: Sure... Sure... Up to you. How about your office at the office? Do you like it? 

Yu Qi remembered putting Han Baise as the head of the IT department. When she came to visit the 

company, she did not see Han Baise over there. 

Shiro: Hmm... I like it. 

1510 Chapter 1510 

Grandma Wei was feeling weird when Chi Yuan did not come to her house today. So, she immediately 

called Chi Yuan. 

At that time, Chi Yuan just finished trashing her room. She was quite tired. When she heard the call and 

looked at the name that appeared on the screen, she clicked her tongue. However, she adjusted her 

mood and answered the call. 

"Hello." Chi Yuan answered with an unusual voice. 

Grandma Wei noticed the change. She began to worry and immediately asked about that. "Dear, what 

happened to your voice?" 

Hearing the concern from Grandma Wei, Chi Yuan wanted to sob but she held back. "Nothing, Grandma 

Wei." 



"I know you. You did not come to my house today. You must be having trouble. Your voice sounds like 

you want to cry. Tell me, what happenssssss?" Grandma Wei asked softly. 

"Grandma Wei..." Chi Yuan started to cry. 

Grandma Wei became panicked. "My dear, why are you crying like that? Tell grandma. Who knows if I 

can help?" 

"Grandma Wei, my career is over." Chi Yuan finally said that. 

"What? What happened?" Grandma Wei asked. 

Wei Su Kee just happened to walk into the living room. She saw that Grandma Wei talked on her phone. 

Then she heard Chi Yuan's voice. She stopped walking and wanted to listen to their conversation. 

Usually, her grandma liked to put on the speaker mode, so, she could hear what they were talking 

about. 

"Someone told others that I plagiarism their design. They want to sue me." Chi Yuan stated. 

"What? Is that really true?" Grandma Wei asked. 

"They are lying. I don't do it. They are just jealous of my talent and want to put me down by telling such 

nonsense." Chi Yuan said. 

Wei Su Kee who listened to the conversation knew about the incident. Well, it was on the Internet news. 

She just happened to read the news. A lot of people stepped up telling the same story that Chi Yuan 

stole their designs and made them as her design. 

Grandma Wei began to feel angry when she heard about that. "What? How dare them?" 

"I don't know what to do." Chi Yuan cried. 

"My dear, don't cry. Grandma will try to help you, okay?" Grandma Wei calmed Chi Yuan down. 

Wei Su Kee looked at Grandma Wei. Her grandmother coaxed another girl like she was the precious one. 

She felt like Chi Yuan was the one granddaughter that her grandmother had. 

She felt that she and the others were the fake grandchildren because her grandmother never coax them 

as she did to Chi Yuan. Then she heard her grandmother continue. 

"I will ask your Uncle Zichen to look at what he could help you with." Grandma Wei stated. 

"Thank you, Grandma." Chi Yuan said. 

Wei Su Kee was speechless. Why her grandmother wanted her father to get involved in that mess? Her 

father was a politician. He should not involve in such an incident. 

The call ended. Grandma Wei wanted to go to her room and was surprised to see Wei Su Kee behind 

her. 

'What are you doing here?" Grandma Wei asked. 

"Grandma, you should not get my father involved in Miss Chi's matter." Wei Su Kee advised. 



She did not refer to Chi Yuan as Sister Yuan anymore. She called Chi Yuan, Miss Chi. 

"What are you talking about?" Grandma Wei frowned. 

"I heard your conversation earlier." Wei Su Kee stated. 

"What? Why do you listen to my conversation?" Grandma Wei asked in anger. 

"Grandma, you put on the speaker mode. Even if I don't want to listen, I still could listen to it." Wei Su 

Kee said. 

"Then you should leave." Grandma Wei shouted. 

Feng Ni Lan heard the shout. She came to see what make her mother in law shout like that. Then she 

saw her daughter with her mother in law. She knew that her mother in law was shouting at her 

daughter. 

"What happens here?" Feng Ni Lan asked. 

"Humph! Look at your daughter. She dared to listen to my call." Grandma Wei pointed at Wei Su Kee. 

Feng Ni Lan turned to look at her daughter. Her eyes asked her daughter. 

Wei Su Kee knew that her mother wanted to know what happened. 

"Mother, I don't intend to listen to Grandma's call but she put on the speaker mode. Then I heard about 

her wanting my father to help with Miss Chi's incident. I just tell her that the father should not get 

involved in Miss Chi's incident. It will look bad on Father's career. That's all. But Grandma began to shout 

at me." Wei Su Kee explained. 

Feng Ni Lan also read about Chi Yuan's incident on the internet. She also agreed to Wei Su Kee. Her 

husband should not get involved in that kind of incident. 

"What? I just want my son to help Yuan-er a little bit. That's all. What is the problem?" Grandma Wei did 

not want to lose. 

"Mother, if Zichen got involved with this, as Su Kee said, it will look bad on Zichen's career. His opponent 

could use this against him. Do you want to ruin his career?" Feng Ni Lan said to her mother in law. 

"Huh? Stop saying something like that. I just want him to look at Yuan-er's case a little bit. Nothing like 

that will happen." Grandma Wei did not want to listen to her daughter in law and her granddaughter's 

opinion. 

Feng Ni Lan sighed. She looked at her daughter and shook her head. Wei Su Kee knew that Grandma 

Wei would not listen to them. She gave up. 

 


